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intensively for several purposes in the field of process 
planning of forming operations such as bulk and sheet 
metal forming. Therefore it was necessary to find a way 
to automatically extract and recognize their geometric 
characteristics. An analysis of the state of the art resulted 
in a comparison of the digital way of geometric 
computation and the human way of interpreting the 
geometry of objects. One finding is that the visual 
intelligence of humans compares objects by reducing 
them to some kind of a skeleton. A second finding is that 
recognition is done with an increasing level of detail 
from a rough to a fine resolution. This top down strategy 
will be used in the presented approach too. 
2.1. Extracting a skeleton by thinning 
There are several methods known that extract 
skeletons. A common method is the medial axis 
transformation (MAT), whose drawback is the 
sensitivity to small changes on the geometry as it is 
shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. Medial axis transformation and the sensitivity to small changes 
on geometry resulting in different graphs 
The MAT of a three-dimensional (3D) object 
produces (except for cylindrical parts) 2D medial 
surfaces. Due to their complex shape and 
interconnectivity, it is difficult to interpret the original 
object on this basis. 
Compelling reasons for the usage of the here 
proposed alternative thinning method “divergence based 
parallel thinning” are: 
x reducing 3D-modells to an 1D skeleton and 
x robustness to small geometrical changes. 
We implemented a parallel thinning approach, which 
is directed by a divergence scalar value (per voxel). This 
divergence is computed by using the gradient vector 
flow (of distance values) and allows to extract 1D 
skeletons from geometries where other approaches fail 
[5]. Fig. 2 shows different voxel resolutions of a CAD 
model to demonstrate their different looks, depending on 
the available computing speed. By choosing the right 
orientation and other parameters the resulting skeleton 
can be influenced. After determining the first voxel 
based skeleton, several post processing steps have to be 
done (a-f) to get a proper skeleton (Fig.3). 
Fig. 2. CAD-model and different resolution of voxel discretization 
(300, 3.000 and 30.000 voxel) 
a. Compute Voxel skeleton by thinning 
b. Convert to graph-based skeleton 
c. Recognize and split junctions 
d. Prune remaining skeleton branches to increase 
stability 
e. Recognize and correct straight branches 
f. Smooth branches to remove discretization artifacts 
Fig. 3. Steps for extracting and post processing of skeletons 
2.2. Curvature and histogram based segmentation of 
surfaces 
On geometries without volume, such as sheet metal 
forming parts, the proposed method for extracting a 
skeleton is not applicable nor would a skeleton be 
significant for the desired analysis. Thus, we propose a 
novel segmentation approach which will be presented in 
detail in a separate publication. The main idea is to 
utilize a histogram of the principal curvature values to 
identify and segment characteristic parts of the 
geometry. 
Fig. 4 shows a T-shaped “hat” geometry that is 
common for automobile parts and its 2D histogram of 
the curvature values. The clusters identified in the 
histogram describe the highlighted chamfers. We found 
that reducing the mesh by these segments and re-
estimating the curvature significantly improves the 
analysis of the remaining mesh. This segmentation step  
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Fig. 8. Examples of bulk metal parts with different complexity and 
their skeletons 
Other information that can be extracted from 
skeleton graphs is whether the part is split in several 
arms like a fork, whether punching or multiple bending 
operations are necessary and what is a convenient 
forging direction. In Fig. 8 some real world parts and 
academic geometries are shown with their skeletons. 
4. Usage for hydroforming process planning 
The presented investigations were initially driven by 
the search for a more efficient way to plan hydroforming 
processes. There are several software tools supporting 
the pre-processing for FEA on the market. Due to the 
lack of knowledge based decision algorithms in these 
tools a new approach was developed. To bridge the gap 
between sheet metals, tube based and bulk metal parts, 
the tube hydroforming parts have been closed on their 
ends to get a closed volume that allows to use the 
thinning algorithm. The assumption for this is the 
negligible influence of this “volume transformation” on 
the major shape which is represented by the skeleton. 
Fig. 9. Steps for achieving a skeleton of a tube hydroforming part 
starting from CAD-data (left lower corner), voxel volume, thinning 
and extracted skeleton (right upper corner) 
The achieved skeleton represents the bending line and 
additionally shows whether the part is T- or Y-shaped. 
The detection of the presence of any junction is new in 
the engineering process. The notice of junctions will 
support the die and process design and may result in the 
adding of a third or fourth pressure cylinder. Thus, 
alternative forming strategies may be necessary. 
These opportunities and the ever-growing variety of 
semi-finished products such as tailored tubes of all kinds 
make it indispensable today to profit from the benefits of 
knowledge based engineering. In industrial practice the 
shortage of time for engineering results in the fact that 
the first process sequence which fulfills most of the 
requirements will be used. Other process procedures will 
be investigated rarely to find more economic ways of a 
production sequence. Therefore, many opportunities to 
save resources are missed. 
The skeleton plays a major role in the part’s analysis 
and for the feature driven KBE supported process 
planning. Therefore several methods and algorithm have 
been tested to achieve skeletons of a high quality. Fig.10 
shows two different results where the left skeleton has 
the correct proportions for a further geometry analysis of 
the part. Some of the following analysis steps are: 
x extend the skeleton to the part end, 
x analyze the middle curve as a bending line to check 
the number of bends and their radii, 
x use the middle curve to generate cross sections, 
x analyze the cross sections regarding the average and 
local elongation, 
x usage of the segmented surface to detect the sharpest 
radii and minor forming elements by analyzing their 
graph. 
Fig. 10. Extracted skeleton as basic curve for further analysis, left: 
proper curve, right: skeleton with some artefacts at the ends 
In a following step these basic sets of data have to be 
interpreted from a process planning point of view. Here, 
the focus is on the identification of part sections that are 
critical to form by hydroforming. Afterwards, these 
regions have to be prioritized by their forming difficulty. 
For deciding, which forming strategy might be the best 
one for the whole part including its minor elements, 
several optimization criteria can be considered. One 
example is the possibility to feed or store material in 
areas that act as a material sink. There are several further 
options to choose and to check. An experienced planner 
starts with an easy as well as cost effective way. That 
means to test e.g. whether: 
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increasing number of product models and decreasing 
quantities per (car) variant, conventional forming  
Fig. 14. Seat cross member and its new sequence of forming with crash 
forming tooling (left upper corner) and real demonstrator (right lower 
corner) 
operations are no longer economically viable. The cost 
effects of the new flexible forming methods are shown 
on the example of the seat cross member in Fig. 15. 
Fig. 15. Cost effects comparing new flexible manufacturing with 
conventional deep drawing operation  
In future, the new feature extraction and processing 
methods for the advanced knowledge based process 
planning of forming operations can contribute in 
establishing such alternative, resource efficient 
manufacturing methods in the industry. 
6. Conclusion 
The article presents a new method and advanced 
algorithms to deal with CAD data to extract information 
for KBE use. With the described feature driven process 
for planning procedures, the disadvantages of fixed 
classification systems can be overcome and a variety of 
new opportunities can be derived. By modelling the 
decision making process in a way that it can auto-
matically be computed, company-specific knowledge is 
not only conserved but will be ready for daily economic 
exploitation. Some approaches and novel applications 
are exemplary demonstrated in the field of forming 
technologies such as bulk metal forming, hydroforming 
and sheet metal forming. 
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